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Speaker-in-waiting. If Democrats prevail, the rabidly unhinged Nancy Pelosi returns as speaker of the House, third in the
presidential line of succession behind Bush and Cheney (at least in.

Soon they were getting together for pizza and beer and plotting a minor revolt. Rick Santorum, a member of
the so-called Gang of Seven. Even then, Boehner was angling for a leadership position and honing the
qualities that would take him there: When his partner at Nucite Sales, a marketing firm for plastics and other
small manufacturers, died while Boehner was still working his way through night school, Boehner took charge
of the struggling enterprise and turned it into a moneymaker that eventually earned him millions. When an
Ohio congressman got caught in a sex scandal, then-state Rep. Boehner snatched away his seat in the U. He
hunkered down and proved himself an effective committee chairman, pivotal to passage of President George
W. Eight years later, when Majority Leader Tom DeLay was indicted on charges of political money
laundering, Boehner staged a comeback and then some, outmaneuvering two other challengers to replace him.
As the second-oldest child, Boehner was the authoritarian who made sure the younger ones did their
homework and cleaned their rooms. After high school, it took Boehner most of a decade to get through night
school at Xavier University, working odd jobs before landing at Nucite Sales, where he made his fortune. He
speaks often of the turning point in the late s when he became a Republican: He shrugs off constant jokes
about his tan from everybody from Obama on down. Family and friends insist he just has a naturally dark
complexion. Friends and colleagues all have a favorite Boehner story, most of them involving cigarette smoke.
His beloved Barclays were discontinued in , forcing him to switch to Camels. LaTourette thinks back to ,
when he was going through a bad divorce and feeling beaten down in the last few weeks of a campaign. Then
he hits a nearby diner for breakfast. Despite a well-earned reputation for working the room at evening
fundraisers and cocktail parties, Boehner tries to be in bed by Critics paint it as something more unseemly,
part of a broader characterization of Boehner as beholden to special interests. He also multitasks on the links,
courting campaign donors and lobbyists.
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speaker-in-waiting, Boehner, find ways of cooperating with the Obama White House or will he do as he says, and
attempt to reverse the healthcare reforms and other big-state policies brought in since ? >>.

Newspaper reports have held that Speaker suffered a football injury and nearly had his arm amputated around
this time; [6] biographer Timothy Gay characterizes this as "a story that the macho Speaker never disspelled [
sic ]. After losing several games as a pitcher, Speaker converted to outfielder to replace a Cleburne player who
had been struck in the head with a pitch. Speaker questioned why her son had not stayed home and entered the
cattle or oil businesses. In , Boston Americans owner John I. Speaker was the star of the Million-Dollar
Outfield. He ran fast enough that he could stand very close to second base, effectively giving the team a fifth
infielder , but he still caught the balls hit to center field. He played every game and led the American League
AL in doubles 53 and home runs He set career highs with hits, runs , at-bats, and 52 stolen bases. Speaker set
a major league single-season record with three hitting streaks of twenty or more games 30, 23, and He also
became the first major leaguer to hit 50 doubles and steal 50 bases in the same season. After the second game
was called on account of darkness and ended in a tie, the series went to eight games. The Red Sox won the
final game after Fred Snodgrass dropped an easy fly ball and later failed to go after a Speaker pop foul. After
the pop foul, Speaker tied the game with a single. The Red Sox won the game in the bottom of the tenth
inning. He finished the series with a. The Red Sox were led by pitcher Babe Ruth , who was playing in his
first full season. Ruth won 18 games and hit a team-high four home runs. Speaker got five hits, including a
triple, in 17 at-bats during the series. He scored twice but did not drive in any runs. In , he led the league in
hits, doubles, batting average, slugging percentage and on-base percentage. At least once he was credited as
the pivot man in a routine double play. He was often shallow enough to catch pickoff throws at second base.
Speaker enrolled in an aviator training program in George Uhle recalled an incident from during his rookie
year with the Indians. Speaker often signaled to Fohl when he thought that a pitcher should be brought in from
the bullpen. To avoid the appearance of overruling his manager, Speaker let the change stand. Pitcher Fritz
Coumbe lost the game, Fohl resigned that night and Speaker became manager. In a crucial late season game
against the second-place White Sox, Speaker caught a hard line drive hit to deep right-center field by Shoeless
Joe Jackson , ending the game. On a dead run, Speaker leaped with both feet off the ground, snaring the ball
before crashing into a concrete wall. As he lay unconscious from the impact, Speaker still held the baseball.
Chapman died after being hit in the head by a pitch from Carl Mays. The whole effect of the system will be to
make the players affected half men It destroys young ball players by destroying their most precious quality â€”
confidence in their ability to hit any pitcher, left or right, alive, dead, or waiting to be born. The Indians did
not seriously contend for the pennant from through Only Napoleon Lajoie had previously accomplished the
feat as a member of the Indians. In a newspaper column published shortly before the hearings were to begin,
Billy Evans characterized the accusations as "purely a matter of personal revenge" for Leonard. The pitcher
was said to be upset with Cobb and Speaker after a trade ended with Leonard in the minor leagues. Both were
reinstated to their original teams, but each team declared its manager free to sign elsewhere. Speaker did not
return to big league managing and he finished his MLB managerial career with a â€” record. Speaker joined
Cobb in Philadelphia for the season; he played part time and finished with a. He retired with doubles, an
all-time career record as of By , Speaker had opened a wholesale liquor business and worked as a state sales
representative for a steel company. Newspaper coverage credited Speaker with several key reforms to boxing
in Cleveland, including the recruitment of new officials and protections against fight fixing. Under Speaker,
fight payouts went directly to boxers rather than managers. Upon admission to the hospital, he underwent
facial surgery. He was described as having "better than an even chance to live" and was suffering from a skull
fracture, a broken arm and possible internal injuries. Speaker was inducted into the Texas Sports Hall of Fame
in Texas was the first state to establish a state sports hall of fame and Speaker was in its inaugural induction
class. He collapsed as he and a friend were pulling their boat into the dock after a fishing trip. It was his
second heart attack in four years. I never let him know how much I admired him when we were playing
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against each other It was only after we finally became teammates and then retired that I could tell Tris Speaker
of the underlying respect I had for him. Speaker was the bell cow of our outfield. Harry Hooper and I would
watch him and know how to play the hitters.
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The other important thing to realize about the speaker is that she's telling the story in the past tense. In this way, there
are two Elizabeths in the poem. There's the young Elizabeth in the waiting room, and then there's the older Elizabeth
who recounts her experience in the waiting room.

Osa and Martin Johnson laced boots, and pith helmets. I read it right straight through. I was too shy to stop.
And then I looked at the cover: What took me completely by surprise 45 was that it was me: Without thinking
at all I was my foolish aunt, I--we--were falling, falling 50 our eyes glued to the cover of the National
Geographic, I said to myself: Why should you be one, too? I scarcely dared to look to see what it was I was. I
knew that nothing stranger had ever happened, that nothing stranger could ever happen. Why should I be my
aunt, 75 or me, or anyone? What similarities boots, hands, the family voice I felt in my throat, or even the
National Geographic 80 and those awful hanging breasts held us all together or made us all just one? The
waiting room was bright 90 and too hot. It was sliding beneath a big black wave, another, and another. Then I
was back in it. The War was on. Outside, 95 in Worcester, Massachusetts, were night and slush and cold, and
it was still the fifth of February, Observations "In the Waiting Room," starts simply with a child speaker, but
ultimately questions what it means to be a woman. Visually, the poem is very simple. Though stanzas vary in
length, they stay fairly constant in terms of width. At first I did not understand this, but Bishop is suggesting
that it is embarrassing to only give a short, shy, polite cry of pain if something is hurting you. The second and
third stanzas are similar in length. The second stanza makes her epiphany more concrete and we or this is
when I did finally understand what she is getting at--by "them" 61 she means women, and by "it" 64 she is
referring to the idea of gender. This is when you realize the connection between all the pieces that she had
been dispensing. In the third stanza, the girl realizes that she has already become a woman in soem aspects and
is on her way to becoming one. I interpreted this entire poem as a flashback, with the speaker looking back at
her experience in the waiting room when she was a six-year-old girl.
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He was reared in a two-bedroom Sears catalog house in suburban Cincinnati with 11 brothers and sisters, and parents
who slept on a pullout couch until they built an addition that added more bedrooms.

Email The new GOP congressmen first posed in cowboy outfits. That looked silly so they switched to shirt
sleeves and ties. If Republicans win control in the Nov. Boehner, now the House minority leader, was little
known outside his home district until President Barack Obama began holding him out as the personification of
backward and elitist Republican policies. Boehner, pronounced BAY-nur, took the first steps on his long
climb up the leadership ladder not long after his election to the Democratic-controlled House in Soon they
were getting together for pizza and beer and plotting a minor revolt. Rick Santorum, a member of the Gang of
Seven. Even then, Boehner was angling for a leadership position and honing the qualities that would take him
there: Steve LaTourette, a fellow Ohio Republican. Boehner does cry, though. When his partner at Nucite
Sales, a marketing firm for plastics and other small manufacturers, died, Boehner took charge of the struggling
enterprise and turned it into a moneymaker that eventually earned him millions. When an Ohio congressman
got caught in a sex scandal, then-state Rep. Boehner snatched away his seat in the U. He hunkered down and
proved himself an effective committee chairman. His mission is twofold: As the second-oldest child, Boehner
was the authoritarian who made sure the younger ones did their homework and cleaned their rooms. The
Boehners, like many big Catholic families, were what Bob Boehner calls conservative "Kennedy Democrats,"
but not politically active. He played football for Gerry Faust, who later coached for Notre Dame. Faust, 75,
remembers Boehner as "the kind of guy who gave his all, all the time," despite back trouble from a basketball
injury. After high school, it took Boehner most of a decade to get through night school at Xavier University,
working odd jobs before landing at Nucite Sales, where he made his fortune. He speaks often of the turning
point in the late s when he became a Republican: The minority leader is known on Capitol Hill as a likable if
polarizing legislator. He answers to "Boehner," sans title. He shrugs off constant jokes about his tan from
everybody from Obama on down. Family and friends insist he just has a naturally dark complexion. He and
the late Sen. And his "hell no" rant against "Obamacare" turned out to be a YouTube hit. He spends a chunk of
each August on a bus tour raising cash for Republican candidates. Friends and colleagues all have a favorite
Boehner story, most of them involving cigarette smoke. His beloved Barclays were discontinued in , forcing
him to switch to Camels. LaTourette thinks back to , when he was going through a bad divorce and feeling
beaten down in the last few weeks of a campaign. While the Capitol is officially smoke free, Boehner still
smokes in his office. His wife, Debbie, lives in Ohio at their home in a golf course community. Their two
daughters are grown and on their own. Then he hits a nearby diner for breakfast. Despite a well-earned
reputation for working the room at evening fundraisers and cocktail parties, Boehner tries to be in bed by
Critics paint it as something more unseemly, part of a broader characterization of Boehner as beholden to
special interests. In , as he made his bid for majority leader, Boehner told his GOP colleagues, "Yes, I am cozy
with lobbyists, but I have never done anything unethical," The Washington Post reported at the time. He
makes a point of refusing to take earmarks, which many legislators use to steer special projects to their home
districts. Aides point out that Democratic Speaker Nancy Pelosi has outpaced Boehner in fundraising from
lobbyists over her career. He also multitasks on the links, courting campaign donors and lobbyists. His
handicap then was 4. Bush was president, Boehner bragged of beating him soundly. Boehner calls golf "my
escape from the pressures of my job. He shrugs off such criticism, saying simply, "Comes with the territory. I
can handle it. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
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President Donald Trump hinted on Wednesday it might be a good thing for Republicans to have Nancy Pelosi as
Speaker of the House. "In all fairness, Nancy Pelosi deserves to be chosen Speaker of the House by the Democrats," he
wrote on Twitter. "If they give her a hard time, perhaps we will add.

Babies with pointed heads wound round and round with string; black, naked women with necks wound round
and round with wire like the necks of light bulbs. Their breasts were horrifying. I read it right straight through.
I was too shy to stop. And then I looked at the cover: Suddenly, from inside, came an oh! What took me
completely by surprise was that it was me: Without thinking at all I was my foolish aunt, I--we--were falling,
falling, our eyes glued to the cover of the National Geographic, I said to myself: I was saying it to stop the
sensation of falling off the round, turning world But I felt: Why should you be one, too? I scarcely dared to
look to see what it was I was. I knew that nothing stranger had ever happened, that nothing stranger could ever
happen. Why should I be my aunt, or me, or anyone? The waiting room was bright and too hot. It was sliding
beneath a big black wave, another, and another. Then I was back in it. The War was on. Outside, in Worcester,
Massachusetts, were night and slush and cold, and it was still the fifth of February, Analysis In The Waiting
Room is a free verse poem. There is no regular, set end-rhyme scheme to the lines and no rhythmic pattern.
Some lines are trimeter, others dimeter, with variations, but the overall impression is that the form is prose
chopped into punctuated lines. Read it out loud and it is this careful use of punctuation, together with
enjambment, that guides the voice and pace and understanding. For example, look at these lines from the
second stanza: Without thinking at all I was my foolish aunt, I - we - were falling, falling, our eyes glued to
the cover of the National Geographic, February, Alliteration occurs from time to time - while I waited beneath a big black wave - which brings interest to the texture of the words; and assonance is used - wound
round and round. The simile - like the necks of light bulbs - helps the reader picture exactly what the girl is
seeing in the National Geographic. Further Analysis First Stanza lines The scene is set. Simple start, simple
language. Yet as the first stanza progresses the little girl becomes increasingly aware of the slightly oppressive
atmosphere. She notices the early dark, the grown ups, her aunt being a long time. To keep boredom at bay she
picks up a National Geographic. The pictures signify the impending change. First an erupting volcano, then an
eccentric couple, then a dead man who might be a meal for cannibals, and pointy headed babies, black naked
women with saggy breasts and strange long necks - the images pile up and overwhelm the innocent girl. The
breasts in particular. Second Stanza lines The reader is gradually taken into the mind of the girl, focused on the
pages of the National Geographic but then a cry of pain from her aunt brings the speaker back into the reality
of the waiting room. This reality is short-lived however. The girl instinctively connects with her own blood
and cannot stop herself - she is her aunt, two become one and they are falling, the girl is falling out of her
childhood and into a different dimension. More Analysis Third Stanza lines The consciousness of the child is
changing - she becomes aware of her connection with her aunt and all the others gathered in the waiting room.
This is a shockingly odd revelation. Everyone is in this world together and even the girl herself will become
one of them, she will grow up, become a woman with breasts. Despite her questions and existential doubts,
growing into an adult will be painful, involve a few screams perhaps, but the process is unavoidable. Note the
use of specific language to help reinforce the idea of alienation and discomfort: I gave a sidelong glance
shadowy Fifth Stanza lines At the end is there a sign of relief for this girl who seems to want time to stop and
her growth hormones to not exist? The girl, with no mention of Aunt Consuelo, no mention of the dental
appointment ending, simply admits that it is still February, she is still in Massachusetts, and humanity is still at
war. I wonder if she regretted ever picking up that National Geographic?
Chapter 6 : Mr. Speaker-in-Waiting
CSNbbs: The #1 Board for College Sports on the internet.
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Chapter 7 : Rachel Maddow exposes Kevin McCarthy, speaker-in-waiting, channeling Sarah Palin
Rep. Joe Crowley, D-N.Y., chairman of the House Democratic caucus, just lost his primary to a young socialist whom he
outspent to-one. If you can think and remember back a bit, this evening.

Chapter 8 : Money Flowed to McCarthy as Speaker-in-Waiting
Shop online for built-in speakers at Best Buy and get great sound anywhere in your home.

Chapter 9 : Baggage handler pinches speaker from suitcase waiting on runway | Metro News
"In the Waiting Room" begins with the speaker, Elizabeth, sitting in the waiting room at the dentist's office on a dark
winter afternoon in Massachusetts. While she waits for her aunt, who is seeing the dentist, Elizabeth looks around and
sees that the room is filled with adults.
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